SAMPLE FINGERPRINT CARD
(Including mandatory fields)

APPLICANT

TYPE OR PRINT ALL INFORMATION IN BLACK
LAST NAME NAME MIDDLE NAME
LAST FIRST MIDDLE

ALIASES AKA

List all aliases USDIS000Z

CITIZENSHIP CTZ

SEX RACE HT. WT. EYES HAIR

DATE OF BIRTH DOB
Month Day Year

PLACE OF BIRTH POC
City, State - or-

Social Security #

Branch of Service MINU

Army FORCES NO.

Social Security #

Branch of Service MINU

Reason Fingerprinted

ALL FINGERS MUST BE ACCOUNTED FOR. ANNOTATE ANY AMPUTATIONS OR BANDAGES.

WEIGHT
Whole Pounds Only
If weight is unknown - enter 000
If weight is in excess of 499 - enter 499

SEX
Male - M
Female - F

HEIGHT
Whole Inches Only
If entering inches only - Ex. 5ft 11in = N71
If entering feet and inches - Ex. 5ft 11in = 511

Hair Color

Code

Bald
BAL

Black
BLK

BLK
Black

BLN
Blond or Strawberry

BRO
Brown

BRO
Brown

Gray or Partially Gray
GRY

Red or Auburn
RED

Sandy
SDY

White
WHI

Unknown
XXX

Blue
BLU

Green
GRN

Orange
ONG

Pink
PNK

Purple
PLE

If Subject Is (Predominant Race) Enter Code

Chinese, Japanese, Filipino, Korean, Polynesian, Indian, Indonesian, Asian Indian, Samoan, or any other Pacific Islander A

A person having origins in any of the black racial groups of Africa B

American Indian, Eskimo, or Alaskan native, or a person having origins in any of the 48 contiguous states of the United States or Alaska who maintains cultural identification through tribal affiliation or community recognition I

Of indeterminable race U

Caucasian, Mexican, Puerto Rican, Cuban, Central or South American, or other Spanish culture or origin, regardless of race W

Eye Color

Code

Black
BLK

Blue
BLU

Brown
BRO

Gray
GRY

Green
GRN

Hazel
HAZ

Maroon
MAR

Multicolored
MUL

Pink
PNK

Unknown
XXX